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until tiktok s advertising network develops further the
easiest way for tiktok influencers to earn money is by
making direct arrangements with brands as people
become better known on the platform they will begin to
have brands approach them with business propositions
once you count your followers in the thousands you can
start to look at monetizing tiktok companies have been
known to pay 200 to 20 000 per branded video promoted
by influencers depending on the individual s level of
influence until tiktok s advertising network develops
further the easiest way for tiktok influencers to earn
money is by making direct arrangements with brands as
people become better known on the platform they will
begin to have brands approach them with business
propositions once you count your followers in the
thousands you can start to look at monetizing tiktok
companies have been known to pay 200 to 20 000 per
branded video promoted by influencers depending on the
individual s level of influence there are certain
expectations of tiktokers when they upload videos for a
start you need to ensure you don t breach tiktok s content
guidelines there should be nothing inappropriate in your
videos no hate speech racism etc remember that some
adults do misuse tiktok so be careful when uploading
videos of yourself doing perfectly normal everyday
activities that creeps might abuse e g is it really a good
idea to upload videos of you and your friends in nighties
at a slumber party remember that tiktok is a public social
network anybody can view your videos if you re an avid
tiktok user you ve probably heard about free tiktok coins
these coins can be used to purchase various in app items
such as gifts and emojis or to promote your own tiktok
videos but where can you get these coins for free in this
article we ll explore some of the ways you can get free
tiktok coins and maximize your tiktok experience
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